LIFTOMATIC’S MODEL TD-850 “DRUMVERTER®”

Lift, Move and Dump Drums Effortlessly!

The model TD-850 “DrumVerter”- new from Liftomatic. An advanced modular design for lifting, dumping and transporting drums of liquid or dry material. Available in straddle-leg or fully counterbalanced configuration. Hand crank control allows operator to mix drum contents, control pouring and stop forward dumping motion at any point along a 360° path. Ergonomic foot pump levers raise and lower drums. Optional retaining bar for fiber or plastic drums. 18-month warranty. Just what you would expect from the inventors of Parrot-Beak® drum clamping technology. Contact us today for a demonstration.

Safe, Ergonomic and Efficient! Model TD-850 Drum Dumper from Liftomatic. Tough, reliable, productive!

Features:
- Locks drums securely into hinged fiber-padded saddle.
- 850 Pound Capacity.
- 360 degree rotation radius with anti-backlash, worm gear reducer. Stops anywhere along the path of travel for measured pouring.
- Precise pouring/dispensing of any liquid or dry products.
- Available in counterbalanced or straddle leg configuration. A first in the industry!
- Electric lift & rotating options quoted on request.

Specifications:
- Length: 49” - 124cm
- Width: 36” - 91cm
- Height: 79” - 200cm
- Max. Dump Height: 63” - 160cm
- Capacity: 850# (386 Kg)
- Warranty: 18 Mo.
- Finish: OSHA yellow or optional Steel-It® FDA approved finish.

“Tough Jobs Demand Tough Equipment!”
Liftomatic TD-850: Safe for your operators.

Now your male and female operators can handle drums while greatly reducing any risk of injury or accident. Eliminate lost-time, product loss and damage by ending man-handling in your drum handling routines. The new TD-850 from Liftomatic lessens the worry associated with dispensing from heavy drums. One person can attach the drum, move the unit into position and lift/rotate the drum contents. No assistance is needed to place the drum into position for dumping. End the requirements for rolling drums onto pallets and pouring from dangerous placement positions. Improve drum safety today and increase productivity with one compact, portable and ergonomically efficient product.

21st Century designs from the Leader in the Industry.

The new Liftomatic model TD-850 is a continuation of our commitment to you—our customers. State-of-the-art modular designs which lead the drum handling industry. Providing economical solutions to your drum handling problems is our top priority. The TD-850 can be ordered in either straddle-leg or counterbalance configuration, working capably in almost all dispensing and pouring areas. New fiber and plastic drum retaining bar available which can be added at the time you place your order or as an aftermarket purchase. “Safety-Lock” clamping hinges are standard equipment on all of the TD-850 models. Added flexibility from the leader in the drum handling industry!

55-years of experience with every drum, every application.

Safe, certain and always on the job. The new TD-850 “DrumVerter” from Liftomatic is the answer to your portable drum dispensing requirements. Additionally, Liftomatic offers a complete line of the most proven forklift attachments, portable manipulators, hoist attachments and portable ramps to make your drum handling routines run like clockwork. All Liftomatic products are engineered for safety, manufactured for durability and priced within your budget. Since 1947, it’s what you’ve come to expect from the leader in Parrot-Beak® drum clamping technology. Call 800-837-6540 today toll-free and find out how we can help you and your operators!

Visit our website at www.liftomatic.com